TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

Section 30

Initial Point

Three Rivers First Addition

HISTORICAL:

CONDITION

Fair - Poor

FOUND: 1 1/2" Iron Pipe with Tag which is located 0-0" south of a east-west fence line.

Good

Found a 2 x 2 white stake marked as follows:

"Initial Point"

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

SET 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap marked as Sketched

"x" "x" Post N. 96° 10' 0" 5 Feet

NEW ACCESSORY: No BT's at this time 10-29-69

INT POINT

THREE RIVERS

1ST ADD

1969

COMMENTS: This corner was monumented while checking subdivision. Set 2" IP over 1 1/2" IP @ 6" Deep. Placed mound of Rock around corner. Corner is 17 ft. South of Three Rivers; 125 Southwest of Highway 22; 1971 Placed 8" Tile on corner

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Al Duncan RS 793

George Gentry Gale Ather

DATE: 10-29-69 PHOTO#: TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.